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How to Hula Hoop:

1. Stand inside the hoop, with feet hip width apart, knees slightly bent. Make sure you
have enough space all around you so your hoop won’t hit anything (or anyone!).

2. Hold the hoop firmly, with hands at either side of your body. Have the hoop resting
on your lower back, making sure it is flat, not tilted.

3. Decide on which direction to spin the hoop - either left or right, it doesn't matter -
then firmly push the hoop with the palm of your hand to get it to spin (right palm if
spinning left; left palm if spinning right).

4. Don't move your body just yet - just let the hoop fall to the floor. The aim is to slowly
get your body to see how it responds to the movement and feel of the hoop.

5. Repeat Steps 1-4 a few more times, concentrating on how the hoop feels against your
body.

6. Eventually, your body may instinctively start to move 1 of 2 ways :

● Either moving your hips from side-to-side OR
● Pushing with your stomach, forwards and backwards (it helps to have one leg in

front of the other for balance).

You may want to practice these movements first without the hoop to see which feels
more comfortable and works best for you.

7. Repeat Steps 1-3, letting the hoop spin once BEFORE moving your body, to get the
momentum going. Now, incorporate your chosen movement and see how long you can
keep it going!

Things to keep in mind:
● Successful hooping is a combination of RHYTHM, EFFORT and SPEED: your

movements need to match the rhythm and speed of the hoop, and requires more effort
than you think - so don’t be surprised if you find yourself working up a sweat!

● To build up your skill, challenge yourself to increase the number of rotations each
time (i.e. 1 rotation to 2 to 3, etc.).

● Keep your head up and looking ahead - not down - and arms out to the sides to help
with balance.

● Finally, don’t forget to BREATHE!


